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Cost-Effectiveness of Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation in
Argentina
El costo-efectividad del implante transcatéter de la válvula aórtica en Argentina
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Strictly speaking, the CONETEC document includes studies published up to July 2019; since then,
other meta-analyses have been published, especially
for low-risk patients. (3-7) Nevertheless, this new evidence does not seem to change previous results. After
these recommendations were published, a meta-analysis of moderate or severe mismatch one year post-TAVI, with an incidence of 36.3%, concluded that severe
mismatch was associated with high risk of mortality
at one-year (OR 1.11, 95% CI 1.04-1.18, p=0.001). (8)
Another recent registry of 4,336 procedures reported
a risk for endocarditis after TAVI of 1.4% during the
first year and of 0.8% (0.6–1.1%) for the following
years, similar to that of surgery. (9)
Three other cost-effectiveness analyses were published recently but were not included in the recommendations. In Japan, TAVI was shown to be costeffective in inoperable high-risk patients, (10) in
Australia in moderate-risk patients, (11) and in Denmark in low-risk patients. (12) Regarding TAVI durability, Orvin et al. (13) recently reported structural
valve deterioration of 12.3% at 5 years, and Rheude et
al. (14) of 10.3% at one year.
Finally, other recent studies may provide new
evidence to these recommendations, such as results
of balloon-expandable or self-expanding valves (1517), or the Canadian Cardiovascular Society position
statement for TAVI. (18)
Argentina’s health regulatory system has had poor
ruling in the incorporation of new technologies. The
National Administration of Drugs, Food and Medical Technology (Administración Nacional de Medicamentos, Alimentos y Tecnología Médica, ANMAT)
evaluates and approves the efficacy and safety of new
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In November, 2019, the National Commission for the
Evaluation of Health Technologies (Comisión Nacional de Evaluación de Tecnologías de Salud, CONETEC) published the recommendations for the use of
transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) in Argentina. In its conclusions, CONETEC supports TAVI
only for inoperable patients, and discourages it for the
rest of the risk groups based on the lack of benefits in
critical points (mortality), the scarce evidence regarding durability, the potentially high financial impact,
and the negative impact on equity and probably on
public health. (1) The document includes a detailed
bibliographic review of the international clinical outcomes and cost-effectiveness of implementing TAVI in
Argentina.
This analysis made by a government agency is likely to induce health funders to restrict the indication
and coverage of TAVI, taking advantage of these official arguments. Nevertheless, in a stable, free capitalist system like that of Argentina, physicians, patients
or institutions can make independent decisions that
contest these state recommendations.
The evaluation of new technologies through costeffectiveness analysis identifies the relative value of
interventions based on measurements of their net
cost and their effects on health. It compares the cost
and results of two or more procedures and determines
their cost-effectiveness with the Black quadrant (2)
(Figure 1). In the case of Argentina, TAVI would be in
the upper left quadrant.
Also, recommendations point out that, for the time
being, in Latin America, only Chile accepts TAVI coverage in patients who are unsuitable candidates for
conventional surgery, while the rest of the countries,
such as Brazil, do not report it on their coverage or do
not recommend it.
Similarly to the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) in the UK, Medicare and
Medicaid in the USA accept TAVI coverage for inoperable or high-risk patients, while only Anthem Health
Insurance recommends it for intermediate and lowrisk patients. For the moment, Australia and France
do not recommend the use of TAVI. In any case, it
should be also mentioned that many of these recommendations have not been updated recently. Table 1
summarizes in detail CONETEC recommendations
for the use of TAVI in Argentina
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Table 1. Summary of CONETEC recommendations for the use of TAVI in Argentina
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CONETEC: National Commission for the Evaluation of Health Technologies (Comisión Nacional de Evaluación de Tecnologías de Salud).
TAVI: Transcatheter aortic valve implantation. ARF: Acute renal failure. LV: Left ventricular.

treatments, but does not interfere with their adoption
by the health system. Therefore, the adoption of new
technologies depends on the interest and pressure
from the industry, funders, and medical groups. There
is also an implicit incentive system for physicians, in
which the industry pushes them for adoption of innovations, while funders tend to limit it for financial
reasons. (19)
In this context, CONETEC was created in March
2018 to evaluate the impact of new drugs, medical devices, and clinical and surgical techniques and
procedures on the population’s health. While many
local scientific societies study and develop reliable
consensuses and guidelines that include these new
technologies, those who draft them commonly rely on
the direct benefits the innovation would have on the
treatment or prevention of the disease rather than on
its cost-effectiveness, a situation worsened by the fact
that usually the most effective technologies are also
the most expensive ones.
In this struggle between the advantages of technological advances and the need to avoid increased costs,
certain negotiation scenarios arise. On the one hand,
one of the most important factors triggering physicians’ adoption of innovations is the reimbursement
policy. Funders’ acceptance to pay for a new procedure

accelerates the diffusion and adoption of technology,
and vice versa. (20) On the other hand, the implementation of a system of non-reimbursement of profits for
the use of new technologies during an initial evaluation period could discourage the early dissemination
of innovation until its real efficacy is determined; but
at the same time, it could reduce interest in the development of new medical advances. (21)
There are also ethical considerations regarding the
incorporation of innovations that should be pointed
out. Some researchers have argued that although
physicians’ fees represent only 20% of the health care
expenditure, they perform 80% of the requested practices. (22) Undoubtedly, the fact of being the decisionmaker and self-referential to carry out the new practice, or being the owner of the medical equipment,
adds a complicated ethical dimension to the issue. (23,
24)
An additional aspect in the adoption of new technologies is the patients’ participation in the evaluation
of benefits. With the best of intentions, CONETEC
is also including patients’ opinion in the decisions.
While this is a desirable situation, how patients’ views
on innovations are formed should be considered. To
begin with, the “word of mouth” can be a mechanism for quick acceptance of new procedures, as was
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the case with laparoscopic cholecystectomy, in which
popularity was not the result of traditional scientific
discourse. (25) Another influential phenomenon is the
advertising of new products directly to the user, which
promotes the patient demanding the physician to apply the innovation. Finally, a social aspect that underlies the adoption of expensive innovations is that
they would necessarily be accessible only to groups of
patients with high financial resources, which in turn
would increase inequity in access and care at the expense of marginalized groups.
Compared with a large part of the developed world,
much of the inadequate cost-effectiveness of TAVI in
Argentina is due to the high sale price of the device, a
situation that could perhaps be alleviated with a reasonable exemption of local taxes.
CONETEC recommendations for the use of TAVI
in Argentina are temporary and dynamic, and might
change with the emergence of new evidence or other
financial models for device implantation. For the time
being, CONETEC has made the first responsible technical survey of the cost-effectiveness of TAVI in Argentina. Let us wait for its wide impact on the other
actors.
Raúl A. Borracci
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